Chinese at Agnew ’suffer in silence’
By ALICE TUNG
Daily Staff Writer
"It sure is nice to have you all
here, it’s almost like we’re one family!"
Annie Fong, a Chinese patient at
Agnews State Hospital, smiled as members of Asians for Community Action
(ACA) chatted with her at the hospital
on a recent Thursday night.
ACA, which was formed two summers ago, claims 50 to 60 members,
most of whom are SJS students.
Arty Kameda, organizer and current
co-chairman explained, "Our primary
purpose is to take care of community
Besides, we would like
problems.
to see more communication and unity
in the Asian community."
"Our Agnews project has been designed for this purpose," he added.
"People only read about the gang
problems in Chinatown but Agnews
is just depressing," sighed Vic Jang,
head of Agnews visitation committee.

Asians work for community action,

help break communications barrier
"A lot of patients can’t speak English so there’s no way for them to
communicate with their doctors or
Most of them just
social workers.
suffer in silence," he went on.
are looking
patients
But now, the
forward to Thursday nights when they
could rap with ACA members or tell
them their problems.
The members said they were confronted with alienation from patients
at first but their warm enthusiasm
and sincerity did not fail them.
Mrs. Fong is a typical example.
"Six months ago you’d be I ,cky if
she said ’hi’ to you, but now she’s
bubbling all over!" said Juanita Chin,

regular member of the committee.
Several Thursdays ago she was chaperoned by Helen Wong, another member, to see "Jade Goddess," a Chinese movie sponsored by Spartan
Chinese Club.
"I had a great evening. It sure beats
staring at the walls in the hospital!"
Mrs. Fong exclaimed.
Besides taking patients to movies,
the committee also sponsors picnics
and parties.
"We had a successful outing at Kelly
Park last spring for Japanese elders.
Now we’re planning a recreation program toward the end of the year,"
Jang stated.

Mrs. Ann Noordhoorn, acting coordinator of the voluntary office at
Agnews, thought that the ACA members are doing a great job.
"We appreciate their hard work and
They really have to
perserverance.
go through a lot of red tape to arrange
outings for patients."
She added, "And now, they are even
helping some patients to get out of
Agnews."
According to Jang, the members
have started looking for a halfway
house for Mrs. Fong, who expressed
her desire to leave Agnews to ACA
members about a month ago.
And last week, we transferred

76 -year -old Oji Hashimoto to a convalescent home in Willow Glen," Jang
continued.
Mrs. Hashimoto had been put in
Agnews two years
because she
was rejected by her daughter.
At
first she appeared to be quiet and
submissive but when she realized the
mission of ACA members, she immediately approached them with a "help
me get out of here".
"Now she seems really contented
at the convalescent home," Jang said.
The committee’s ultimate goal, however, is to see a halfway house for
Asians established for the 10 to 15
patients.
Other ACA projects include writing
to and visiting "Asian brothers" at
Soledad prison, "helping them with rehabilitation in jobs and housing" (This
is dormant temporarily because most of
the prisoners have been transferred),
laying plans for a drug prevention program, and organizing cultural events.
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’Millions’
expected at
peace protest
Everything is set for tomorrow’s
nationwide peace demonstrations, tobe
held in 15 major cities including San
Francisco. The only thing left to do
is to bring in the "millions of people" expected by radical groups who
have organized the massive protest.
Former peace marches have been
held simultaneously in Washington, D.C. and San Francisco but Saturday marks the first time other large
cities have been included.
The demonstration in San Francisco
will follow the same route as the April
24 peace march, also sponsored jointly by the Northern California Peace
Action Coalition and the People’s Coalition for Peace and Justice.
Special interest contingents will again
join the march at designated points
along the march route, to originate from
the Embarcadero Plaza in San FranThe student and
cisco at 9 a.m.
GI contingents will assemble and start
the march here.
The march will wind up at the
Polo Field in Golden Gate Park, and
a list of 16 speakers as well as
musical entertainers are on the programs.
Elvin Bishop and his group are scheduled to play from 2:15 to 3:15 p.m.,
preceded by blues singer Frank Biner,
and Bay Area groups Clover and Gold.
Anti -war speakers will include
Dolores Huerta, vice-president of the
United Farm Workers Organizing Committee; Stephanie Coontz, National Coordinator of the National Peace Action
Coalition; and a spokesman from the
U.S.S. Coral Sea, Navy aircraft carrier
on which 25 percent of the sailors have
signed a petition in protest of its
scheduled trip later this year toSoutheast Asia.
Continued to page 3

Open media petitions

KPIX license denial asked
By BRIAN HAMLIN
Daily Political Writer
In an unprecedented action against a
major television station, the Committee
for Open Media, partially represented
by SJS students and faculty, has submitted a petition to deny the renewal
of the broadcasting license of KPIX
(Channel 5) with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
According to Dr. Phil Jacklin, SJS
philosophy professor and spokesman
for the group, the petition was submitted to the FCC last week after KPIX
refused to cooperate with a proposed
90 -day program of free community service messages for general use by local
interest groups.
Dr. Jacklin said that three other
Bay Area television stations, KNTV

in San Jose, KTVU in Oakland, andKG0
in San Francisco, were wily ready to
try the program for 90 days.
The petition, submitted as a joint
effort from SJS, Stanford University,
and University of California -Berkeley,
charges that KPIX has failed to serve
the public interest by denying time
for community interest and public information organizations.
Since serving the public interest is
one of the grounds for issuance of an
FCC contract to a television broadcast station, the Committee for Open
Media contends that the FCC should
not re -licence the station.
The KPIX controversy isn’t the first
such battle that Dr. Jacklin and other
members of the Committee for Open
Media have fought in the name of

community service.
The committee itself has been around
for over a year, and has already established a standing committee in the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
as well as several contingent committees on various college campuses
around the Bay Area.
Jim Marco, a senior psychology
major at SJS and an organizer in
free speech media movement, said
the committee is trying to "expose
the widest possible variety of ideas to
the widest segment of the community."
Marco explained that the movement
was organized with the intent of letting
virtually anyone who had a legitimate
subject or grievance speak to the
community through local television in

a free, 50 -second broadcast.
The project, he noted, had received
moderate success until it was taken
to KPIX and refused.
In reviewing the charges being brought
against KPIX by the committee, Marco
said the station had failed its public
service committment in three ways.
He said the station had given their
public service announcements subnormal audience exposure, had failed to
give access to a "diversity of views,"
and had denied access to 300 local
community interest groups.
KPIX, however, denied charges that
they were not acting in the public
interest. According to William Osterhaus, station manager, KPIX has always maintained "policies and procedures to assure maximum access to
the station" by the public.

Fantasy Faire legal battle reaches
Judiciary: question of sponsorship
By JANE NOLAN
Daily Political Writer
The A.S. Judiciary will meet today
at 3 p.m. to determine the constitutionality of the A.S. Council’s decision
to give sponsorship of the embattled
Fantasy Faire to the Associated Students.
But Bill Becker, co-chairman of the
Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP), which put together the
first Fantasy Faire last Christmas,
has vowed to continue his fight to
keep the Faire regardless of the Judiciary decision.
Arguments over who would sponsor
the Faire, scheduled for Dec. 6 through
15, began when the A.S. Council gave
sponsorship to SCIP Oct. 21. A.S.
President Mike Buck vetoed the council’s decision, saying he wanted to
make sure it is an ongoing event by
having Associated ’Students sponsor it.

Last week, the council could not
raise a two-thirds vote to override the
veto so sponsorship of the Faire went
to the Associated Students.
Earlier this week, Bill Becker, codirector of SCIP, asked the attorney
general’s office to investigate the case
and to make a recommendation to the
Judiciary.
Becker said all campus facilities
would be exhausted in an effort to
solve the problem. If the Judiciary
does not rule in favor of SCIP, Becker
said, the case would go to the College
Appeals Board, then to college president John Bunzel if necessary.
"After we have exhausted all the
facilities, then we can take it off campus and go into the courts," Becker
said.
If a legal suit against Council should
follow, Becker said, they would ask
for $1500 in compensation to make up

for the money they’ll lose by not having
the Faire.
"Regardless of who sponsors it, people are going to continue working on
it," Becker said.
According to Attorney General Steve
Burch, the Judiciary will be asked to
consider the right of council to take
over an established event or program
without compensation to the group that
originates the event.
The Judiciary will also be asked to
decide if there was any malicious conduct against SCIP or Becker.
Becker came in third in the hotly contested A.S. presidential race last
spring.
Burch predicted it may take all
year to settle the question of the
Faire’s ownership.
"We may ask for a restraining order
to let the Faire people continue,"
until the case is settled Burch said.

Yesterday A.S. President Mike Buck
appointed Dennis Manning interim defender to represent the A.S. Council.
Attorney General Steve Burch will
represent SCIP.
The Judiciary will also make an
interpretation on interim appointments
today. Students Council asked for ans
wers to five questions:
1. How long can an interim appointment serve prior to final approval by
A.S. Council?
2. How long is a term of appointment to the College Union Board of
Governors (CUBG) and how are CUBG
appointments removed and replaced?
3.
Does the A.S. President have
interim appointment power’?
What
is the extent of this power’?
4. Can an interim appointment disapproved by A.S. Council continue to
serve as an interim appointment?
Continued to page 8

Plan to restructure SJS progressing
By ALAN AHLSTRAND
Daily Political Writer
A dramatic proposal to restructure
SJS, covering areas from student services to the administration of the college, is making slow but steady progress toward reality.
Embodied in a 31 -page report produced by the Missions and Goals Committee of Academic Council, the reorganization plan is the resultof nearly
two years of effort by faculty and students.
The program would, among other
things, take much of the administrative
responsibility of the college from the
state college trustees and place it in
the hands of the president, deans and
department chairman, who would in turn
be responsible to the faculty and a
local administrative board.
Academic Council Chairman Joachim
Stenzel believes adoption of the report’s proposals will be "a gradual
phasing in more than a brutal wit,ing out of the existing order," with
various parts of the report becoming

official policy as funds and required
approvals are obtained.
Among the committee’s main recommendations are:
--Reorganized internal control of the
college, with deans and department
chairmen being chosen by the faculty.
Deans would serve four years and
department chairmen two years, and
could be reappointed only if they received approval by 60 per cent of their
faculties.
--Reorganized external control of the
college, putting authority in the hands
of a local board consisting of community, trustee, student and faculty representatives.
This board would select
the college president, with the consent of the state board of trustees.
According to Prof. George Sicular,
chairman of the Missions and Goals
Committee, decisions on what programs each college would offer, and
on the allocation of funds, would be
made on a statewide basis.
However, spending of the funds would be
controlled locally.

--The creation of a School of Liberal
Studies, which would supervise "general education" and work to create an
environment of inquiry and experimentation in new modes of learning.
--The creation of a School of Interdisciplinary Studies, which would develop broadly-based curriculum programs.
--Change in the grading system to
eliminate its punitive aspect, while
still evaluating performance.
--Class credit for students who already know the material in a course,
with evaluation of competence left up
to the individual departments.
--Centralization of student services
under a vice president of student services, with the creation of an academic
advisement center and directorships
of housing, health and student programs.
--The reorganization of the college
into ten schools: Business, Engineering, Service Arts, Liberal Studies,
Social Science, Natural Science and

Mathematics, Creative Arts, Communicative Arts, Interdisciplinary Urban
Studies and Public Services.
Other proposals would provide for
improvement and review of curricula,
faculty and teaching methods, in addition to recruitment of people who do
not normally attend college.
The restructuring program was conceived during the 1968-69 school year
under the direction of former SJS
President Robert Clark.
The Missions and Goals Committee
was appointed by Dr. Hobert Burns,
then acting president of the college,
after Pres. Clark left SJS to become
president of the University of Oregon.
Committee Chairman Sicular said
the group was informed by Dr. Burns
that it "didn’t have to hold anything
especially sacred," although it did have
to be realistic.
He stressed that the committee’s
report was a "team effort" which
involved a large amount of compromise.
"There isn’t a single member of this

committee who agrees with everything
that’s in there." he declared.
The committee chairman also complimented the "number of students who
contributed very heavily" to the report.
lie said he believes most of the report’s recommendations are realistic,
although some may be changed in the
review and analysis by various committees it is now undergoing.
Although most of the proposed changes
are extensive, Prof. Sicular said many
of them "don’t really need any money."
and while some, such as faculty, improvement would be expensive, others
might save money:’
Prof. Sicular said he doesn’t think
there is "too much in there (the report) that is unattainable,"
However, he expects resistance from
the chancellor and state college
trustees and believes a program will
have to be established to persuade them
to accept the report’s recommendations.
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Editorial

Reflections
By Bob Pellrrin

ANGELA EXPENSIVE

t
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On Mann Security

First- Hund 11-

Excuse me, but this is junk day.
There are certain days when a
columnist sits contemplating his
typewriter, hoping that the small
machine will spurt forth an idea
that will germinate into an
intellectual, deep -reaching
column. Today is that kind of day
for me and that inanimate grey
object sitting before me is no help
at all.
So I decided that it’s junk day.
My apologies. You can stop reading right now and start studying
your mathyou’ll, probably be a
better person for it. Then again,
you might just bear with me and

hope something will come of your
time.
There is something about an
"oldies party" that makes it the
best kind of party one can have.
We had one last weekend.
The final results are not yet
in but preliminary indications
show that it was probably the
greatest party of the century. No
exaggeration.
Our party cost only $5.47 for
refreshments (eat your heart out
Shah) and after the party got going
nobody ate them anyway.
The
party was the thing.
111k.-.;:ak4-

Journalism rule ignored
The San Jose Mercury -News
is using its front page to campaign against having the Angela
Davis trial in San Jose.
San Jose’s two dailies, which
are both owned by the R idder family, are manipulating the news to
serve their selfish interests.
News stories are supposed to
deal with fact, not opinion or a
writer’s, editor’s or publisher’s
subjective feelings about the facts.
The Mercury -News obviously
gnores this basic journalistic
principle.
On Nov. 3, the Mercury reported
the estimated $1 million cost of
the Davis trial will be born by
Mann County.
Following this news item is an
unattributed statement or, in other
words, the Mercury’s opinion, saying, "Santa Clara County IS STUCK
with the cost of extra security
measures" (emphasis ours)
The Mercury has managed to cut
through the incredible complexities of the Davis trial, including
the legal and social implications
Qf the case, and has come up with
tkie news angle: the cost of the

trial.
For example, the San Jose News
on Nov. 4 ran a bald banner headline reading, "Angela Expensive."
As another example, on Nov. 3
the Mercury’s lead paragraph described the change in venue for the
Davis trial as "an event that apparently failed to enchant anyone
with the possible exception of the
Hotel, Motel and Innkeepers Assn."
In a Nov. 4 front page news story
the Mercury noted Santa Clara
County officials would "sigh with
relief and relax" if the venue were
again changed in the Davis trial.
The news columns of a metropolitan daily are the last place we
expected to find editorial opinion.
The press, whenever possible,
should attempt to protect, not wantonly endanger a defendant’s
chances for a fair trial.
Sensationalizing the cost of the
Davis trial can do little to improve the chances of finding a
jury that bears no ill will against
Miss Davis.
We regret the irresponsible advocate journalism practiced by the
Mercury -News.
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Staff Comment

Weekend activity shortage
By KATHY DORAZIO
After being an SJS student for
over a year it didn’t take me long
to realize that nothing is happening on campus during weekends.
For a student body of about
24,000 students things are just
"dead as a doornail." The only
major weekend treats are merely
the Friday Flicks and the usual
hum -drum college union activities,
like ping pang, bowling and pool.
It is no wonder students leave
this cu I tu rally stagnant atmos-

phere immediately after Friday
classes.
I am pleased that SJS student,
Terry Gusto, a member of A.S.
president Mike Buck’s executive
staff, made a proposal to establish a coffeehouse on campus.
Now it is up to the students to
turn this morbid campus community into a stimulating cultural,
social arena.
I urge all students to actively
support the coffeehouse proposal
by transforming it into a reality.

This is your President. As sure as I’m sitting here in the White House
shelter...er _Oval Room, the Amchitka test will be safe."

DEN.TING SOCIZTY
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SHOULD
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HINA
BE ADMITTED TO
THE U.N.?
Letters to the editor

Victim contradicts story
Editor:
In the Oct. 27 issue of Spartan
Daily there appears an article of
misinformation and misquotations --"Student Rescues Billfold."
The incident reported an attempted robbery that did take place,
but the validity of the story stops
there.
As the subject of that
story, I object to the inaccuracies
related.
The rearrangement of the incident did not bother me as much
as the fact that every quotation
was misquoted. That fact is about
the only one found in the article.
The writer of the article attributes
SJS campus security as the source
for his information. Therefore,
I pose a few questions to the
officer responsible.
Why would I ask for, much less

demand, my wallet back from the
"suspect" after he had voluntarily
handed it back? And why were
other no less severe, and no less
false, words put in my mouth?
The misquoting implies an anger
toward the suspect that I didn’t
feel at all. This is my objection.
Were anger to be inferred by a
factually related incident, I
wouldn’t complain. But the statements are untrue.
In adhering to the professional
practice of inspecting police reports for news, I suggest that the
Spartan Daily be responsible
enough to inspect more closely
the reliability of its sources. Evidently the campus security report
is not one of them. It should be.
Mariana Cahalan
033326

Becker’s ‘logic’ refuted
Editor:
In William P. Becker’s column
"Logic and Revolution," Becker
has tried, as many have, to label
people and put them in nice, neat
groups. Unfortunately (or fortunately), these groups are made up of
individuals with individual ideas
and actions.
Most people have different views
of different subjects. Someone may
have an archaic idea of taxation,
but a very progressive one concerning race relations.
I especially take exception to
Becker’s idea of the liberal. Because the liberal expresses ideas
and tries to realize a new system
through existing systems does not
make him "schizophrenic." Indeed, when the liberal knows that
he can work within the present
system, he can concentrate all
his energies toward his desired
changes instead of toward destruction of the present system.
To say that the liberal "has no
clearcut premises or system, thus
no legitimate goals," is nonsense.
Martin Luther King, who has been
unquestionably labeled a liberal,
had one of the most beautiful goals
that any man could have equality for
all men. He lived and diedfor that

goal.
Only after a revolution has taken
place will the participants be able
to be classifiedand then only on
their past actions, which may or
may not have any relevance to their
future actions and attitudes.
Mark Bussmann
D23603

SJS press-alive and well
Editor:
Martha "The Marauder" 0"Connell’s occasional outbursts in the
SPARTAN DAILY are living proof
that a fair and responsible student press is alive and rip -snorting at SJS.
How does the venerable DAILY
balance theimmature,garbled
stammer ings of the laughable Left?
But of course! It featurizes the
immature, garbled stammerings
of the stark raving Right.
Bravo! And Write On!
Stan DeVaughn
AS C14345

Everyone was sporting garbfrom
the 50’s, since for most of us,
that is as old as "oldies" could
possibly go. Guys sported dirty
T-shirts with cigarette packages
stuffed in the rolled up sleeves.
Each "tough -guy" wore a Duck Girls had the loud
tail hairdo.
red lipstick and fashioned their
hair in ponytails tied with colorful scarfs. High-water jeans and
low -reaching skirts were plentiful,
as was the bubble -gum in mouths
that were knawing away like
horses’ snouts.
It was a fascinating party, hard
to explain or understand. College kids who generally don’t dance
at all were rocking to songs that
begin with the enticing lyric of
"Dom- dom-dom-dom-dom, dombe - du -be- dom-d o m -d o m-domd o m, do m -b e-du-be-dom, whawha -wha-wha - a -a -a." Bel ieve me,
they loved it.
The guiding force of the night
was provided by a Sha-na-na album titled, "Rock and Roll is
Here to Stay." The group’s interpretation of "Chantilly Lace" drove
kids frantically down wild slauson
lines; the version of "Book of Love"
was the subject of a fast -paced
spotlight dance with the worst
couple always winning out in the
voting; and the heart-rending
"Teen -Angel" led to an improvised skit that jerked only tears
of wild laughter.
As the night faded, the record
player blared with Dave Clark’s
Five and, inevitably, the early
Beatles.
With the latter came
much singing coupled with the
exuberant dancing. Couples knew
every word to "I Should Have
Known Better" and likewise had
little trouble with "Hard Day’s
Night."
The party ended rather early
(before 1 a.m.) but that was only
out of exhaustion ---not boredom.
And as they say in the Watertown,
S.D. Journal, A GOOD TIME WAS
HAD BY ALL.
Why? I really don’t know why
an oldies party was such an extraordinary hit. People there said
it was the best they had even been
to here at SJS.
I think it might have something
to do with that ’50’s andearly ’60’s
era. The music --up through the
early Beatles --told of a period
in which people were carefree,
And that music
corny, crazy.
brought back those times for us
at the party.
We are now in a different era.
It is one inwhichpeople--especially youth --are more concerned, introspective, socially aware. Our
contemplative music reflects this
mood.
I definitely opt out for this generation when it comes to living
I would have
a relevant life.
it no other way.
But I am saddened by the fact
tht the old era seems completely
I
lost to some of my peers.
fear that perhaps we’re afraid
to laugh at ourselves and do those
crazy things once in a while. And
yet isn’t that a necessary part of
our being?
I fear that it may be impossible to ever find the medium between these two extremes. A big
factor is the drug culture. Hallucinatory drugs, it seems, create a serene, introspective, serious high --a high that slows down
life greatly.
The opposite seems true of
the liquour high. Sane drinkers
seem to have fun like that earlier era of youths. Morally, it’s
not a better high --it’s simply a
different one. Even when the drugs
become legal, the problem will
still be there --trying to combine
two extremes that are at odds with
each other.
I am afraid old-fashioned fun
may be lost to many of this generation. I worry about such things.
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Keys open up
Playboy, books

U.S. demands POW info
Compiled From Associated Press
PARISDemanding "you provide the families
with an explanation and quickly," American
negotiators challenged North Vietnam yesterday to
explain why only one out of every seven U.S. POW’s
was allowed to write home in the last six months.
According to U.S. negotiator William J. Porter,
170 letters written by 50 men were received by
families from May to October.
Hanoi, Porter claimed, acknowledges 339 prisoners which means that only one out of every
seven has been allowed to write since May.
Porter charged that the curtailment of letters
from POWs to their families violated the Geneva
Convention, but North Vietnamese delegates refused to comment.
"You are making a tremendous mistake if you
think that silence on this subject will assist you
in anyway," Porter added. "I tell you that it will
harm you in every way if you maintain this unbelievable standard of conduct."
Hanoi has consistently refused to accept the
Geneva Convention’s jurisdiction over U.S. prisoners, claiming they were captured while bombing
civilian targets and therefore are war criminals,
not ordinary POWs.
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Mansfield against A -blast
WASHINGTON --Hoping for Supreme Court action
against Saturday’s atomic test on Amchitka Island,
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield yesterday blasted the nuclear experiment as "dangerous
and an outrage."
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Interior Dept. ’digs drilling
WASHINGTONAttempts by Sen. Alan Cranston
(D -Calif.) to control oil drilling off the California
coast were opposed yesterday by the Department of
the Interior.
In testimony heard before the Senate Interior
subcommittee, Asst. Secretary of the Interior
Hollis M. Dole feared passage of Sen. Cranston’s
packet of seven bills would mean "the federal
government might well lose effective control over
the resources of its entire outer continental
shelf."
Cranston accused the department of misunderstanding the bills, "either deliberately or because
they don’t know how to read legislation."

Bend and twist
SJS student Paul Miller illustrates how many students
practice mind expansion -without drugs.
According

to members of the Amanda
Marga Yoga Society, yoga
is a way to deepen intellect
through meditation.

Playboy magazine
is under lock and key
in the SJS library.
So are a number of
other books dealing with
hypnosis, drugs, witchcraft, astrology and sex.
Contrary to what you
might think, these books
are not locked up to protect students from the
evils of the world, but
rather for the protection of the books, according to Miss Irene
Nakaji, librarian.
Miss Nakaji said that
some very old and valuable books can be found
in four locked cabinets
in the Education and
Psychology section of
the library.
And the se rare or
unique books sit right
next to the likes of Playboy.
The selection of books
which go into a segregated area in not arbitrary, according to Miss
Arlene Ebner, another

For mind expansion, try yoga
By LINDA ALETTO
Daily Feature Writer
Students can now learn
to expand their minds -without drugs.
At least, the Amanda
Marga Yoga Society believes this to be true
and is introducing at

Need for tutors
in youth center
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Staff Writer
They drift through the
doors in two’s and
three’s around 2:30
every afternoon. A few
are Chicano but most of
the youngsters are
Black.
They’re all on their
way home from schools
along Kammerer Street.
in San Jose’ Eastside.
The kids are attracted
to the Mayfair Neighborhood Center, 2039
Kammerer St., by the
lure of recreation. Pool
tables, landlocked sail
boats, those are some
of the enticements.
But they’re not the ultimate service of the
center. Hopefully, these
young students will be
pried from the game
room and placed in a tutoring program three
times a week from 5
to 9 p.m.
To staff this program,
Frank Kitchiner, assistant director of the
center, is turning toSJS
to rec ruit students as
tutors.
Last year, the program’s first 15 from
SJS, volunteered to tutor 75 elementary and
Jr. high school kids.
This year, Kitchiner,
an SJS penology major,
says he doesn’t know
how many students will
want tutoring, but noted
that parents and teachers are already making
inquires for kids who
need special help.
Three schools, Mayfair and San Antonio
elementary, and Lee
Math son Junior High,
feed potential students
to the Mayfair center.
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The nine- room center
That doesn’t mean just
was built three years Blacks and Chicanos
ago. A non-profit or- though. In fact most of
ganization, it contracts his tutors last year were
with the city to fund its White.
services.
"What we wuld like to
According to Kitchiner, give minority kids is a
with
involvement
city
’positive minority figure
the center’s programs to identify with," Kitchiis minimal.
ner explained.
This independence alWithin that framework,
lows the Mayfair tutor- no requirements are
ing program a good de- imposed on tutors.
gree of leeway.
Volunteers can contact
"It’s not too struc- the center at 259-1424.
tured," said Kitchiner.
"Structuring turned
these kids off from
school in the first place.
We don’t want to do the
same thing to them."
Instead, tutor and student get together, talk,
and discover what academic areas need bolstering. "Once you see
where a kid is going
wrong, say in reading,"
The A.S.Prog rams
Kitchiner pointed out, Board, the launch pad
"then it’s easy to help for student sponsored
him?
entertainment at SJS,
A library and five will bring to campus
reading machines are Wednesday conservaavailable at the center tive author and editor
to aid the instruction William F. Buckley, Jr.
Kitchiner
program.
Buckley, who will presaid some teachers, ensent a free lecture Wedthusiastic about tutor- nesday at 3 p.m. in Moring, even send students ris Dailey Auditorium,
text books to the center. founded the weekly
The aim is tohelpkids magazine, National Recatch up in school. view in 1955. He began
There are other mo- hosting the television
tives, however.
interview -discussion
"We want this to be show, "Firing Line," in
more than just an aca- 1966.
demic relationship," the
Buckley is the third
di rector pointed out.
"We want inter -personal relationships between the student and
tutor."
Thus arises for
Kitchiner the delicate
question of who should
tutor. He says the center needs tutors sensitive to minority kids.

least 10 SJS students a
day to yoga as a way to
deepen intellect through
meditation.
Paul Miller, full-time
volunteer for Amanda
Marga Yoga Society, has
been answering student
inquiries for the past
week outside the College
Union.
The motto of the society is "salvation for self
service to humanity."
"We are’ not copping
out on life. We believe
that the world is not an
illusion, it’s here and we
have to cope with it,"
The society is not a
religion, but rather a
way of disciplining the
mind, Miller said. "We
welcome everyone from
Buddhist priests to
Catholic nuns," he added.
Amanda Marga (Path
of Bliss) was founded in
1954 in India by master
of yoga Shrii Shrii
A na ndamurtijii.
He
called yoga practition-

ers from caves, forests ,
universities andprofessions, trained them and
sent them into the
world as dedicated
Miller
teachers,
claimed.
In India, 700 primary
schools, a university,
adolescent’s and convalescents’ homes, tribal welfare units, and
an international relief
team for victims of natural disasters have
been established by Amanda Marga workers.
The basic principles
of the society are helping others and meditation.
The Amanda Marga
Universal Relief Team
(AMURT) is now conducting a Pakistan re:
lief fund to help the
Pakistanian refugees.
Amanda Marga teaches
that a person must practice meditation. Meditation allows one to put
oneself into a harmonious relationship with the
universe.

Conservative Buckley
on campus Wednesday
major speaker to visit
SJS under the Program
Board’s sponsorship.
Also scheduled this
month is Leo Kottke,
12 -string guitarist, who
will perform Tuesday,
for two one hour sets.
Tickets for the concert,
set for the College Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m., are
$2.50 general admission
and $1.50 for students.
The Black Experience
Month begins Sunday
with a free film, "Uptight," in the C.U. Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.,
Other films in the
Black series include

"Hight On" (Nov. 14)
and "We African People" (Nov. 21). Concerts
are set for Nov. 12, 13,
18 and 20.
The Wednesday Cinema series continues this
month with "Torment",
Wednesday and "Weekend," Nov. 17.
The Asian -American
film series presents
"King of Kings," Thursday.
Trustee Week, which
was scheduled for Nov.
15-19, has been cancelled but may be rescheduled at a later
date.

The yogaexercises
(Hatha) help one to achieve this goal.
"These physical exercises are helpful because body and mind are
connected, and by practicing the yoga positions
you calm your body and
mind into a state that
is conducive to meditation," said Miller.
Miller said that since
he has been a member
of the yoga sub -culture
he has a "better outlook
on life, a stronger mind
and more self control."
Most members of the
Amanda Marga Society
are vegetarians.
"Since the mind is
never static, always
contracting and expanding, everything affects
it, including food," said
Miller.
"We try to stick to
non -sentient foods,
those that are good for
the body and mind, like
fresh fruits, vegetables
and grains," he said.
Amanda Marga Yoga
Society meetings consist of free Hatha yoga
lessons, philisophical
discussions, chanting
and group meditation.
They are held Thursday nights at 7:30, 126
George St., San Jose
and are open to the public.

librarian.
Space is reserved in
each department of the
library for books which
are difficult to obtain,

City goals
C ommittee
at SJS
You might not be able
to fight city hall, but at
least you can talk to it.
San Jose government
officials will gather tomorrow at SJS for a
meeting to review proposed goals for the city. It is open to students
and is free. An optional
lunch is $1.50.
The forum is entitled
"Is This The Way San
Jose?" It will begin in
the C.U. Loma Prieta
Room at 8:30 a.m. with
registration and run until 4:15 p.m.
Speeches by Mayor
Norman Mineta and A.S.
President Mike Buck
will open the forum.
City Manager Thomas
Fletcher and city councilmen will also attend.
At 10:30 a.m., the
meeting will divide into
13 discussion groups to
discuss a variety of city
problems.
The goals forum acts
as a subcommittee of
the Citizen’s Community Improvement Committee (CCIC). This is
the third meeting of the
goals committee since
a set of proposals was
first adopted in 1968.
Mayor Mineta characterized the goals committee forum as a use:
ful tool in communication. "Citizen participation is one of the key
ingredients in developing a sound plan for the
future," he said.

or which are very old
and can’t stand much
wear and tear.
Books on topics of
current interest, such
as astrology and hypnosis, tend to have a
high loss rate, Miss Ebner explained. Because
the library can’t afford
to replace these books
every few year, they are
placed in de r lock and
key.
Playboy rates a place
in the locked cabinetbeca u s e it is often mutilated by readers.
"This doesn’t mean that
Playboy isn’t considered valuable by many
people," she commented.
Just a small selection
of books on current
topics are located in the
locked cabinets. A wide
variety of books on the
same subjects can be
found in the stacks.
About the oldest book
to be found in the cabinet is one named Ladies Magazine and Repository which was published in 1792. The Annual Cyclopaedia, an
encyclopaedia series
covering the years 1861
to 1889 is also located
there.
All books in the cabinet are available for
a limited check out
period, either for an
hour or one week.
Miss Ebner said that
Playboy is checked out
most often, with books
on hypnosis running a
close second.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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BLACK AND CHICANO STUDENTS
UCLA’S Graduate School
of Management
will be interviewing prospective students
THURSDAY, N. 11, 1971 (10 AM-4PM)
at the Placement Office
to discuss the MBA, Program offered at UCLA
We are interested in speaking with students from ell deparimenis
and major fields of study. This program is *prowl.% for studenis
with technical and non-technicI beckgrounds.
Some funds are available for students in financiel need For forth.,
information contact th. P lacarnant Off ic
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GRAND OPENING
TONIGHT
6-12 PM

SPECIAL SALE
Tonight Only
1/4

Used & Bootleg LP’s
20% OFF

HOWARD’S
home-made
ice cream
BREAKFAST
LUNCH
DINNER
7th & Santa Clar

ALMADEN - VALLEY FAIR - SAN ANTONIO FREMONT shop Monday -Friday nights. SHOP
SUNDAY NOON TO 5 (except Fremont).
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Lateef’s album

Potpourri

Classical jazz

by Jim Murphy

Legal sex and gabbies
Prostitution, at first glance, would seem to be
a subject for television to shy away from.
CBS News didn’t think so.
On Tuesday night, CBS’ news -magazine show,
"60 Minutes," covered, among other things, Nevada’s legalized prostitution. The story, "The
House in Storey County," took a look at the oldest
profession and how it operates in Nevada. To
CBS’ credit, the program was sober and objective
and not crude or sensationalized.
The Storey County "house" which was examined
is the Mustang Ranch, located a few miles east of
Reno and situated well off the highway. The "ranch"
itself is a cluster of trailers hemmed inby a wire
As a client enters the main trailer,
fence.
he is greeted by the madam and, in turn, by each
of the girls. He makes his selection and takes it
from there.
Newsman Mike Wallace did the story and, in
addition to talking with some of the girls at Mustang Ranch, spoke with the Storey County sheriff,
the Storey County commissioner and D.N. O’Callaghan, Nevada’s governor. The officials stated
that, for the most part, they had no real objection to prostitution. The county commissioner,
though, mentioned that the next county administra-

tion might not be so liberal.
Now for the lighter side. When it comes to
movies I have a pet peeve: people who talk all
during the show. Here’s the situation. You’re
sitting in the theatre, watching the film, when
somebody in back of you (or beside you or in
front of you, for that matter) turns to his friend
and starts talking. While they’re talking, you’re
trying to maintain your concentration (which is
becoming a losing proposition).
Now, what can you do? You can try telling
these two to shut up. You can complain to the
usher (or the manager, if you want to go whole
hog.) You can move to another seat. You can
leave the theatre.
Unfortunately, these solutions aren’t too helpful. If you tell the two noisemakers to shut up,
chances are they’ll ignore you. If you get the
usher to do your dirty work, the two gabbies will
give you a nasty look (and still ignore you).
If you move to another seat, the problem moves
with you. If you leave the threatre, well, you’ve
just blown $2.50.
Aside from these solutions, the tried-and true
answer to the problem is to simply sit there and
suffer.
It’s what you’ll probably end up doing anyway.

Frustration, defeat theme
of new book by SJS grad
By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Staff Writer
The story of a frustrated man is the story
of "P r o metheus Outnumbered" by Glen
Roberts.
Roberts, who received
his degree in journalism
from SJS in 1962, built
his book’s main character, P.T. Logos, after
himself. "I spent most
of my life screaming
about the environment,"
stated Roberts, "butbef o re 1969, everybody
thought I was crazy."
One man’s attempt to
save the environment,
long before it was fashionable to do so, is the
key them of the book
which was published last
month.
"My book’s character
has no tact," reports
Roberts. "He says
things people don’t want
to hear." These things
MOO II Ca
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fails to save the world.
Whether or not people
will read what they refuse to listen to remains
an unanswered question
for Roberts. But even
if the book doesn’t sell
it will prove something
for him.
"If people
don’t buy the book, "he
explained, "then that
just proves my point.
People refuse to see all
the evil accruing to our
environment."
While at SJS Roberts
helped edit the campus
magazine, Lyke.
He
earned his masters degrees atSacramento

4 e_
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Explosion
The Friday Flicks feature "Patton,"
a film exploring the controversial war
life of General George S. Patton, will
be presented tonight in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 7 and 10.

‘Patton’ tonight
"Patton," starring
George C. Scott, will be
shown tonight in Morris Dailey Auditorium
at 7 and 10.
This explosive movie
examines the controversial war life of
General George S. Patton, as well as his life
style and personality.
Also featured in tonight’s drama is Karl

Malden, who protrays
the dynamic general
Omar Bradley. Malden
was nominated for an
Academy Award as
"Best Supporting Actor."
"Patton" received
many Academy Awards
including "Best Actor,"
"Best Director," and
"Best Picture of 1970."

Doc proves a
top horn man

The SJS Spanish Theatrical Group, is inviting interested students
to join in future productions.
More information can
be obtained about the
group by contacting Director Ricardo Monteavero in room 114 of the
Speech and Drama
building between 4 and
6 p.m.
To date, Carmen Muro,
Sharon MaGill, Edna
Malonado, Andrew Diaz,
Alfredo Barranco,
iam Malonado and
Gloria Montoya are cast
in the group’s plays.

OX Theatre
.SAN145 SO FIRST’AVL,
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Doc is the most versaBy GARY HYMAN
Special to the Daily tile in his field. Not
A few years back, only has he the range
before screaming high of a Bill Chass or Maynotes on the trumpet was nard Fergusen, but alfashionable, Doc Sev- so has the pinpoint techerinsen was playing at nique of a concert truma small recording date. peter.
"A MAII
Perhaps the finest cut
It was one of his earlier
; CALLED HORSE:j
recording sessions on on the album is Doe’s
Panavts,qi*&TeHr, coinr be MS
the Command label. The version of the theme
charts were conserva- from the motion pictive, by today’s stand- ture "Love Story." Inards, but when Sever- terwoven with the silken
insen hit a double F, threads of a Bach preMon Tues 5.4 Thurs Soots St 00
the studio musicians lude ("Come Sweet
Fr, Sal Sun Seats St before 2 pm
awarded him a standing Death’), the piece takes
NOW PL,A Y/NG
on the qualities of a
ovation.
fine Baroque work. The
Time has since pass- selection features masDoc is now the ter Severinsen on high,
ed.
bandleader on the John- clean doubles and reShow, markably concise interny Carson
screamers are com- val jumps in the varia2 French
monplace and RCA tions and fugue section.
Masterpieces
handles Doe’s recording
I 1 10, R., ha, Roundtree
With the strong moveMarc Pluff as the master of ceremonies is one of the actors
His latest ment these days to the
contracts.
ERIC ROHMER
release, "Brass Roots," jazz-rock hybrid, Doc
in the musical "Cabaret," which presents the glittering
is the perfect medium to has included several CLAIM’S ICINLIE
world of pre -Nazi Germany.
Shown at 9 So 10 30
exhibit the extra- big -band arrangements
ordinary talent of one of songs with a lot of
& Francois Truffaut’s
voth Joe Cock
& Leon Russell
of the greatest musi- drive.
"BED & BOARD"
One of these,
cians of our era.
PLUS
Once at 13 45
"Celebrate," was origSTARTS WED
Once through the al- inally performed by the
-Tokoloshe the Evil SpirllNICKELODEON
bum is quite enough to rock group Three Dog
"Custer of the West"’
,.1
,
CEDAR STS.
Bawdy entertainment Montgomery Theater at are $4 and other per- convince anyone that Night.
,A, TA CRUZ
426-7500
in pre -Nazi Germany is 8:30.
formances are $3.50.
"Cabaret," which is For more information,
the setting for the musical "Cabaret," to be the opening play of the call 286-6841.
presented by the San 1971-72 season, was a
THINK CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU ANSWER. THEY’RE REAL, LIVING PEOPLE ENGAGED IN STRANGE ACTIVIrecent Broadway sucJose Music Theatre toTIES. THIS ASTOUNDING MOTION PICTURE WAS MADE TO ACQUAINT THE PUBLIC WITH THESE BIZARRE AND
morrow night in the cess and was selected
Irle111,1
LITTLE UNDERSTOOD INTRIGUES. AND IT EXPOSES THEM WITH RELENTLESSS REALISM. ACTUAL HIDDEN
Best Musical in 1967.
CAMERAS FILMED IT ALL WHERE IT TOOK PLACE. . AND YOU WILL SEE IT EXACTLY AS IT HAPPENS..
BURBANK
Leading roles will
BASCOM MOORPARK
LEFT OUT!
NOT ONE INCREDIBLE SCENE
NO PUNCHES PULLED
be. Marc Pluff, masACAO *YAW R WI N R
BEST FOREIGN FILM
ter
of
ceremonies;
Mike
SATURDAY
Hawkins, Clifford Brad10 SU
MIDNIGHT
shaw; Melinda Moreno.
SOPHIA LOREN
-A PROFESSIONAL REPORT OF MAJOR SIGNIFICANCE "
BEST ACTRESS AWARD
Sally Bowles; David
rogenous zones
Ray, Ernest Ludwig;
Federoco fellini’I
Lynda Gray, Fraulein
81/2 CoHit
ORANGE
Kost and Lila Lloyd as
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BY KAREN JOHNSON
Fraulein Schneider.
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There to write back
action he received from
the majority of the publishers was fear, soone
by one they rejected
him.
Roberts feels his book
was rejected by so many
of the publishers because he "laid it on the
line about the book."
"This is a blunt book,"
warns Roberts. "It will
hit you right over the
head and you will either
totally accept it or you
will close your eyes."
The book does not end
happily or optimistically. Thebook’shero

Ins

"Spirit in the Dark" follow for a very entertaining first side.
Gene Bianca plays a
melodic harp in "What’s
Going On," and Herbie
gets in on with the flute
while Richard Tee does
some interesting notes
on the organ.
Duane Allman, from the
Allman Brothers, is a
fine guitarist moving
easily from soulful
blues to jazz. Side two’s
"Man’s Hope" is a good
example. Mann utilizes
some more familiar
tunes to round out side
two.
"If," "Never Can Say
Goodbye," and Ray
Charles’ lively "What’d
I Say" are all given the
unique Mann touch. With
all of the superb musicians in this album,
Herbie may have another one of those alltime greats on his
hands.

Glittering

-sitArr

4/1

are warnings on pollution and overpopulation.
Roberts began to write
his book in 1965 while
teaching high school, but
he did not get down to
serious writing until he
left his teaching job to
work on a master’s degree.
Finding a publisher
was another problem the
SJS alumnus faced.
According to Roberts, it
was a harder task than
he had anticipated. "I
sent letters concerning
my book to 11 p u b lishers, "he said, "and only
eight of them bothered
--

tor

By D.J. Salvatore
Special to the Daily
Opening up with "Buddy
and Lou," Yusef Lateef,
a man of many talents
and ideas, sets the pace
for "Suite 16," a very
together album.
An originator of new
techniques, Lateef has
restored some lost artistry contained in his
"Symphonic Blues
Suite." Under the masterful baton of William
Fischer, the Cologne,
Germany Radio Orchestra is the dynamic force
behind the Yusef Lateef
Quartet in this arrangement.
Another flutist, Hubert Laws, has recently
recorded an album with
classical overtones and
this may be a trend for
the future. The flute,
without doubt, b I ends
well into classical scenery with its mellowy
sounds.
Yet Lateef doesn’t
stop at the flute, adding
the tenor sax amongst
violins, oboes, etc. providing a classical -jazz
bag. Sometimes the
music sounds like a
theater act: the instruments are the actors.
Barry Harris
Pianist
matches wits with the
violins in "Passacaglia," the fourth movement of the Blues Suite.
Introduced on this album for the first time
is 16 -year -old Earl
Klugh.
He plays
"Mich e I e" admirably
with a great amount of
It’s always a
feeling.
pleasure to hear such
diverse elements in a
recording and Yusef
Lateef, a master of innovation, has recorded
one of his "badder" gigs.
* * *
Herbie Mann is alive
and well. "Push, Push,"
his newest Embryo release, is an exciting
rendition of jazz, rock
and the blues. Mann,
along with Pharoah Sanders, Hubert Laws, Roland Kirk and many
others refuses to let the
flute die. The flute is
indeed a beneficial addition to many a group.
Leading off with the
title track, Herbie Mann
lets you in on some
funky styled sounds anchored by Cornell Dupree
on rhythm guitar, Chuck
Rainey, bass, and Bernie Purdie, drums.
You’ll appreciate lead
guitarist Duane Allman
and Herbie for their alternating and combined
solos in this 10 -minute
drive.
It has a very
swinging rhythm.
Marvin Gaye’s hit,
"What Going On" and
Aretha Franklin’s
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Spartans man fort
for Aztec invasion

Booters
befuddle
Broncos
The SJS soccer team
has only two more contests lefttoplay. They’d
like to play more.
The chances of playing extra games stayed
in the relm of possibility following the Spartans’ 2-1 West Coast
Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference win over
Santa Clara Wednesday
night.
"It was a good game,
a little rough but a good
game," commented
coach Julie Menendez
following the win at the
Bronco’s Buck Shaw
Stadium.
The contest was good
from the standpoint of
agressiveness and con t a c t, but not -so-good
from the position that
SJS missed many a
scoring opportunity.
Missed scoring
Jesus Garza
chances could cause the
Spartans problems if
they continue to flourish
in their final two confer- In trouble on his own goal line, halfback
ence tests against Stanford (Nov. 12) and Cali- Lawrence Brice can’t elude a UOP tackler on this play. Center Wayne Jennings
fornia (Nov. 17).
Both games are "mustwin" situations for the
Spartan booters, if they
plan to make it into the
regional playoffs at the
conclusion of league
play.
Peter Bogatsky tallied
his first goal of the year
as SJS took a 1-0 lead
in the first period. Tony
or 13-2, but 15-0. UnSuffle made it 2-0 after
BARBARA THATCHER defeated.
A near imthree periods by kickDaily Sports Writer possibility, it seems,
ing in a tally. Santa
If the SJS water polo for an SJS team.
Clara scored their goal
But not for the poloists
team wins its last three
late in the fourth standuel contests this week- who, in addition to beatza on a Tony Tebbett
not
be
14-1.
ing
all league opponents,
end, it will
penalty kick.
h

By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Sports Editor
What happens when
a football conference’s
declining dictator challenges an ambitious
pawn amidst a strange
and crowded struggle for PCAA power?
Total war.
It’s life or death for
both SJS and San Diego
State tomorrow night
when the two shellshocked teams collide
at 7:30 in Spartan Stadium.
An unbeatable school
in PCAA football play
for four years until Long
Beach stunned them last
season, the Aztecs are
currently reeling from
a 17-10 loss to Fresno
State last Saturday.
Their 2-1 conference
slate is no better than
the Spartans. Both trail
Fresno by a game and
defeat means disaster
and elimination.
Despite their current
(51) tries to help out.
Brice leads the dilemma, coach Don
Spartans in rushing for the season. Coryell’s team still
sports an awesome aer-

Goal grasp

Need weekend sweep

Poloists aim for perfection

Tangled toes
Spartan Bert Baldaccini (7)
uses some fancy footwork
as he defends against an op -

ponent in a recent game.
SJS nipped Santa Clara 2-1,
Wednesday.

Fencers at Davis

for team playoffs
With long -trailing electric cords and foils,
the fencing team sets
out for Davis, tomorrow at 5 a.m. for northern team championship
fence -offs.
Recovering with a
middle standing from
last week’s northern individual championships
at San Francisco State,
team manager Patricia
Smidt predicts a "break
even - probably fifth or
sixth" seeding tomorrow.
For its first team meet
SJS faces tough compe-

tition from Berkeley.
Cal Poly and Santa Cruz,
according to coach Barbara Conry.
Inner team bouts will
send Mike Dyer, Victor
Fischer, Ed Golda as
lead fencers with alternate Kenneth Chan.
They were SJS’s offering at the individual
clash with all for making
the semi-finals.
Women competing tomorrow will be Helen
Lichtenstein, Miss
Smidt, Kathleen Williams and Karen Krenhold
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have also defeated Cal
Berkeley, Stanford, and
U.C. Irvine to claim the
No. 1 ranking in the nation.
Today, the Spartans
face Chico State at De
Anza College at 3:30
and San Francisco State
at 7:30 at Sat, Francisco.
Tomorrow the team travels to Fresno State for
a 6 p.m. contest.
6’WS should be able to
&tea all three teams,"
commented Spartan
coach Lee Walton. "I
wouldn’t say the rest of
the games will be downhill for us, but after this
weekend the work is just
beginning."
Referring to the anticipated PCAA championships, Walton continued
saying, "We’ve never
won the PCAA.
It’s
only been in existence
for three years, but
every year we’ve come
in second."
Fresno State will be
the last conference
game for the Spartans.
"We’ve never lost to
Fresno," Walton stated.
"But, when a team feels
it’s good then it’sdangerous, and Fresno
feels that way."
He added, "We’ve never
played well at Fresno,
and they’ve been preparing all week for us."
Walton said he anticipated a relatively easy
contest with San Francisco, but not necessarily with Chico. "It

should be a good contest and emotionally
charged since local support is tremendous for
Chico, and morale wise
they’ll have the edge."
Leading scorer for the
Spartans thus far this
season is Mike Albright
with 31 attempted and
18 completed goals. Albright is followed by
Fred Belcher with 40
attempts and 18 goals,
WATER POLO
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and Brad Jackson’s 28
attempts and 16 goals.
Throughout the season
Walton has commended
the team for its consistency of scoring unity,
andplayingability.
"We’ve capitalized on
our fast break, a way
of positioning that gives
us a numerical advantage.
Walton said, all the
teams would be at a
disadvantage for the
PCAA’s.
"Everyone has seen
each other and know
what to expect from the
opposition players," he
commented. "It’s really the intensity of play
that decides the game."
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The guard only
ial a ttac Ii ignitied by Avii.
Brian Sipe, the nation’s stands 6-7, while breaking
the
scale at 347
sixth leading chucker.
The signal caller has pounds.
The Aztecs are second
accumulated 1107 yards
through the air in a in the conference in total
mere six games. Sipe team defenseallowing
is assisted by the con- an average of only 217
ference’s no. 1 receiver yards per game.
The Spartans, after rein split end Tom Reynolds (34 catches in five taining the "Victor
Bell" by squashing UOP,
contests).
The Aztecs, however, 28-18 last week, will be
have experienced diffi- after the "Mayor’s Cup"
culty in initiating a run- tomorrow.
San Jose mayor Norning game to complement Sipe’s efforts. man Mineta will be on
Back Adam Victoria is hand with San Diego’s
their top runner, but he newly elected mayor to
has only been able to present the cup to the
average 2.8 yards a try. winning squad. Although
Coach Dewey King’s the Spartans hold a
premiere linebacking 14-6-1 edge in the secrew (Dave Chaney, Bill ries, they haven’t beaten
Brown, andEmanuel the Aztecs since 1964.
Armstrong) may hold
the key to the contest.
Their assistance on
pass coverage will be
dearly needed by an im111
proving, but stillyoung,
Itilf LEWIS CINA1111
254 11507
Spartan defensive backBlOSS011 CA II. Al 1111DIAN
field in order to hold
Sipe in check.
"This is a typical
San Diego State team,"
King commented. "Besides throwing the ball
very well, they have a
lEctp%ilt
big offensive line and an
outstanding defensive unit."
SJS will also be facing
ADMISSION 99p
what has to be the
MON T HRU T HURS
PCAA’s biggest comends SI 50
petitor in Aztec Tufty
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ELLAS DINNER SPECIAL
Greek Combination Plate

$3.00
With This Coupon
DINNER INCLUDES:
Avgolemono Soup
Greek Salad
A Combination of
Various Greek Foods
Baklava
FOR STUDENTS ONLY!
292-5867
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Tuition
decision
delayed

11,

Dave Hillman

Need more airplanes

The SJS Flying Aces hope
to enlarge its present "fleet"
of a i rplanes stationed at
Reid-Hillview Airport in San

Jose. The Aces are holding
a membership drive with a
sign-up table on the College
Union patio.

Flying Aces work
for new airplane
40 persons
The SJS Flying Acessupporting
are holding a member- the planes.
"We are on campus to
ship drive in an attempt
to finance a new air- provide the cheapest
possible flying rates to
plane.
The fliers need 20 students," Groom said.
new members to be able Through the club, a
to support another air- member may fly for
craft. The Aces want $6.50 per hour as comto buy a Cessna 172 pared to twice as much
through local flying
(a four -seater).
According to Doug
C. Groom, vice president in charge of maintenance, it takes 20
fliers for the club to
break even on the upkeep of one airplane.
The Flying Aces own
two Cessna 150’s (two seat trainers) with their
current membership of

agencies.
The Aces, with twothirds student membership, use Reid-Hillview
airport in San Jose as
their aircraft base.
A registration table
on the College Union
patio is being manned
by the Aces, ending today.

Recycle
paper
contest

combat the effects produced by a heavy consumption of alcohol. If
one truly wishes to avoid
the unpleasant sensations of that after -orgy
hangover, advice from
doctors in New York
might be good to heed.
First, it is suggested,
drink in a relaxed mood;
if you are tense, the
alcohol will have double
force. Eat an hour or
so before the party, the
experts say.
Milk, cheese, lean
meat, and, if you can
handle it, a few swallows of olive oil, will
coat your stomach, and
cause the alcohol to travel at a slow rate in
your bloodstream.
Carbonated drinks will
have the opposite effect
on the rate of absorbtion if taken before a
party.
A doctor in Manhattan gives this rather
complex advice to his
executive patients over
40. "Take a one -hour
nap, then a hot shower,
and immediately after,
a cold shower, then
drink 12 ounces of milk,
and chew antacid tablets."
The milk lines the
stomach, and the tablets buffer what’sto
come, according to this
line of reasoning. The
purpose pf the showers
and the nap is a mystery.

San Jose Judge 0.
Vincent Bruno concluded yesterday’s hearing
on the foreign students
tuition hike with an
agreement that he would
render his decision
after reviewing sworn
financial statements
prepared by SJS foreign
students.
Richard Such, attorney
for the plaintiffs, declared that he would file
an amended complaint
representing 185 students instead of the original 17.
Concerning the issue
that foreign students
were not given sufficient
notice about the hike,
Richard Mayers, attorney for the chancellor’s
office, contended that
students have "a continued knowledge on"
tuition raises.
He supported his argument by presenting clippings from Spartan Daily and other local newspapers dated from February, 1970.
These clippings include
articles on the probability of foreign students’ tuition raise.
Such argued, however,
that stories about tuition raise were just
"rumors" and that students relied more on a
promise made by State
College Board of trustee not to raise tuition.

CO PUBLIC

TONIGHT!

Oscar Brand,
Patrick Sky, Dave Van Ronk, Anne Bryne, the Beers Family, Fairport Convention and other top folk-music talent.

6:00PM Special: Philadelphia Folk Festival.

EliWallach
Anne Jackson
The Typists"

Curious cures
for booze blues

Recycled paper may be
art, or at least the Simpson Lee Paper Company
of San Francisco thinks
so.
The company is sponsoring a contest for the
best student art work
which calls attention to
the environmental benefits of using recycled
paper.
Top prize is $500 with
six other cash awards
available. Also, the
winning entries will be
used in the company’s
national advertising
campaign next year.
Art students enrolled
in any accredited college, university or art
school in California may
enter.
Work in graphics,
painting, sculpture,
photography and crafts
will be eligible.
Deadline is Dec. 10
for entries.
Entry
blanks may be obtained
by writing to the company’s headquarters,
1600 Crocker Plaza, San
Francisco. 94104.

By DONNA PEREIRA
Daily Feature Editor
With the approach of
the holiday season
comes the excuse for
parties, celebrations,
and good old-fashioned
SJS drunks.
The music’s fine, the
food divine, and your
friends are high on wine.
The drinks flow and the
people glow, and everyone feelsjustgreat.
Then heads start to
swim and bodies look
dim, and you’re polluted.
What a party. But
it isn’t over yet.
Even after the last
guest staggers out into the early morning
light and the last strain
of music slowly fades
away, the party rages
on.
You wake up in the
morning, and every little cracker crumb,
every chew of cheese,
every sip of whiskey,
bit of beer, and swig
of wine is alive in your
stomach.
And they’re
all working together to
give you the sickest
feeling you’ve ever had
down there.
Your stomach clammors for relief as your
head hammers for
attention, and you discover the painful reality
of the word "hangover."
Everyone seems to
have his own cure to

Campus news briefs
Benefit dance
A Women’s Liberation
benefit dance will be
held today from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the C.U.
Ballroom. There is a
$1 admission charge.
Only students over 18
will be admitted. Blue
Mountain and Kimberly
will play.

Immunizations
Free immunizations
are being offered to students and faculty members today and every
Friday from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m. in the Health

Center.
According to Mrs.
Alice Anderson, supervising nurse of the
Health Center, innocuI a tion s for smallpox,
diphtheria, tetanus,
typhoid and flu are
given.
Faculty members and
staff will have to pay
50 cents for the flu
shots. All other shots
are free.

Positions
available
Positions are available for students on the
forum committee of the
A.S. Program Board.
The committee or-

ganizes A.S.-sponsored
lectures and speeches.
There are no special
requirements for the
positions, which run the
entire school year. For
further information
contact Ron Young in
the A.S. office from 10
a.m. to 2p.m. any weekday.

EUROPE

$220. - $275. R.T.
From West Coast
Fly One WaYFrom$125
Fl ightsAll Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
- SJSC Members

Taking half an hour
for the first drink is
supposed to prepare the
system, and spreading
drinks evenly after that
lessens a possible hangover.
Drinking two or three
glasses of ice water to
keep up waterbalance
will also reduce the possibility of a hangover.
However, smoking all
evening will help sharpen one.
If you were never one
for planning ahead, and
you find youself with
terrible "morning after" nausea, try one of
these cures.
Easiest, and probably
most frequently used, is
two aspirins every four
hours and a bit of bicarb to cut the acid
effect.
Beef bouillon will restore lost potassium and
overcome fatigue, and
sucrose (in the form of
orange orcranberry
juice), relieves sweating and dizziness. Vitamin B will ease those
jangled nerves.
A favorite recipe to
get rid of hangover blues
is milk punch. Combine
one and a half ounces of
bourbon, one teaspoon of
finely granulated sugar,
and six ounces of milk.
Shake with ice and
strain.

Eli Wallach and Anne Jackson star in Murray Schisgal’s
"The Typists"the season’s premiere of TV’s foremost
dramatic series, winner of both an Emmy and a Peabody
Award last season.

7:00PM

The award -winning "mad magazine of television" roars
into its second season of life, loye and laughter. Greater,
more American, dreamier than ever!

8:00PM

9:00 PM UPDATE San Jose State Students report news and
examine issues on the state campus.

This Week"
Bill Moyers

GAS
Reeder (94.0ctone)

26%
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Cigarettes 356
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change without
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Distinguished journalist and former presidential aide Bill
Moyers takes apart the week’s biggest news headline.

9:30PM

SWITCH TO
KTE HI 5111
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As part of a presentation by
a Santa Clara County Deputy
Sheriff, children of the Home
Economics Laboratory were
allowed free rein in the investigation of a police ve-

Beef your budget

By CORY FARLEY

As long as we’re talking about cars, you might
as well know that help is at hand for all you
bucks -down roadracing fans. Laguna Seca is hosting the annual North -South amateur runoffs this
weekend: two days of racing, featuring the best
amateur drivers of Northern California against
those from the south. All the cars and stars, as
they say, and it’s yours for $3.
To placate the insurance companies, the runoffs are a "non -spectator" event, but extra pit
passes will be on sale at the main (Highway 68)
entrance to the track during registration from
seven to ten a.m. tomorrow and Sunday.
This is a genuine good deal. Tomorrow’s
schedule is a little loose, but on Sunday there’ll
be seven races, representing all 22 Sports Car
,Club of America classes. The three bucks gets
you in both days, and the amateurs put on a hell
of a lot better show than last month’s McLaren
benefit was for about a third the price. You can
go anywhere on the track, into the pits and all
over, with none of the hassles and Gestapo crowd
control normally associated with Laguna.

By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Feature Writer
Believe it or not, one
monsterous piece of
beef is more economical
than one hamburger
patty. In the long run,
that is.

More than a football
game is at stake Saturday night when SJShosts
San Diego State in Spartan Stadium.
Following the game, a
Mayor’s Trophy will be
presented during a no host reception at the
Hyatt House, Del Oro
Room. The award goes
to the mayor of the winning team’s city.
The trophy was instituted in 1968 by the San
Jose and San Diego State
Alumni associations to
spark competition between the teams.
San Diego has held
the trophy for three
straight years.
The reception, spon-

Kentucky
prof to
speak
SJS’s Department of
Geology, in cooperation
with the American Geophysical Union, will
present a series of lectures, next week, by the
University of Kentucky’s Dr. William H.
Blackburn, professor of
Geochemistry.
The program will begin with, "Chemical Reactions during Igneous
and Metamorphic Processes" Monday, at9:30
a.m. in DH 311 and
"Crystal Chemistry" at
1:30 p.m., the same day
in DH 318.
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* version unseen for
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onions, garlic, minced
parsley and celery, as
well as thyme, basil and
oregano help give a bug get meal a gourmet
touch and makes it interesting as well.
Leftovers from big
pieces of meat can be
used in a variety of
Leftover roast
ways.
can be used for hot roast
beef sandwichesfor
another meal, or it can
be ground up to be used
as a stuffing for peppers or cabbage.
Meatloaf chili and hash
can also be made from
the roast’s remains. If
sored by the SJS Alum- a big roast is used, two
ni Association and the or more meals can be
Spartan Foundation, will made of one roast.
begin immediately folOne favorite recipe
low* the football game for chuck roast from the
and is open to the pub- SJS Home Economics
lic.
Department is really a

Surveys show that a
large quantity of meat
costs less than individual pieces.
Quantity
is always stressed when
a short budget is involved.
Canned tomatoes,

Alumni award
up for grabs

menumemoisimetimulli
*

helps a wincing Heidi Von
Waader test a fire extingusher, and it all appears
to be a little too much for
Laura Game!, right.

Mingo’s Meals

Cheap Thrills
There’s a tremendous undercurrent --one might
even call it a mainstream --of ignorance afoot concerning car rallies. A rally is NOT a race. It
is NOT restricted to sports cars. Back in the
old days, when it was spelled "rallye," you seldom
saw anything but Jags and MG’s ,but now the entry
lists are full of VW buses, Chevy II’s, and the odd
’56 Chevy.
Another misconception is that rallying is only
for those who can afford multi -megabuck onboard
computer systems that give digital readouts to
nine decimals and figure speed in hundredths of
miles per hour. Not anymore. There are classes
for those cars, but there are also novice classes
for people who’ve never rallied and don’t have
any equipment at all.
In its simplest form, a rally is a drive over
a measured course on public roads at specified
LEGAL speeds. There are frequent speed changes
to keep you on your toes and route instructions
that range from the very simple ("turn left at
Shell station") to the hieroglyphically obscure
("BL at Y RIP Tires").
The cars leave a common starting point at short
intervals and run the course according to the instructions. There are three or four checkpoints
along the way which you must reach at the proper
time, and points are deducted if you’re early or
late.
That’s your basic, or time and distance, rally.
Variations on the theme include gimmick rallies,
variety rallies and so on where you have to do
things like count the number of telephone poles
in a given stretch of road or find a house with a
red door.
Most rallies end at a pizza place or restaurant
where you "an amuse yourself with strong drink
while the scores are compiled, and trophies etc.
Ire handed out on the spot. Sometimes you get
a cheap prize, too --a case of oil from somebody’s
gas station or a free pizza, something like that.
Your beginning rally kit should include a car,
a flashlight, and a friend to act as navigator.
When you sign up, they’ll give you a sheaf of instructions and point you in the right direction,
and that’s it. If you follow the instructions, you’ll
win.
A list of rallies appears every Thursday in the
San Francisco Chronicle Sporting Green motor
sports calendar. There are usually three or four
on a given weekend leaving from big shopping centers around town. Entry fee runs around $3.00,
rarely more than $3.50. Enjoy.

hicle.
Left, Jim Healy and
Benjamin Cuellar (in hat)
learn the amount of noise
the car’s loudspeaker sysCenter,
tem can make.
Deputy Sheriff Larry Little

AIML.

meal in one:
Select a four or five
pound chuck roast with
a bone in it. Sprinkle
the meat with salt and
pepper, roll in flour and
brown in a little fat.
Cover and cook on top
of the range or in the
oven with low heat,
(325 degrees -350 degrees F) for about three
to four hours or until
it is tender. Add onehalf cup of water if it
is needed. Servethe
liquid with the meat or
thicken to make gravy.
Makes 8 to 10 servings.
During the last hour
of cooking, par -boiled,
potatoes, carrots and
onions may be added to
the roast.
Served with a leafy
green vegetable, it is a
complete meal.

Dave Thurber

No switch yet
in Union name
The proposed name
change of the College
Union to "Student Union"
remains a proposed and
not an official change.
The change was passed
unanimoulsy by the College Union Board of
Governors (CUBG)at its
June 24 meeting.
It
was initiated by A. S.
Pres. Mike Buck because he felt students
financed the building’s
construction and now finances its operation and
the name should reflect
this.
The CUBG is an advisory body toSJS Pres.
John Bunzel, who must
approve the board’s major actions before they
become official.
C.U. Director Ron Barrett, a non -voting member of the board, said

no official approval has
been received from the
president’s office.
’At the CUBG’s Oct.
5 meeting, Barrett reported the estimated
cost of the name change
at $1,000, excluding stationery items.
A letter opposing the
name change, signed by
28 student employees of
the College Union, was
sent to Bunzel on Oct.
26.
The group is opposed to the change because:
much C.U. income comes from non student sources, especially from conferences, the games area,
and banquets.
parts of the building were furnished by
faculty, staff and alumni.

I_ANGUAGE 444,14DUS
\SA speaks your lanpage
And furthermore, if you are especially adept
in certain foreign languages, the National
Security Agency is ready to give you
immediate language assignments, advanced,
refresher, or special vocabulary training or
may even train you in an entirely new
language.
Career language positions are available in the
fields of translation, transcription, analysis
and documentation. Fluency in speaking is not
essential, but knowledge of idiomatic,
colloquial and dialectal variations is desirable.

At NSA you will be joining an Agency of
national prominencea unique civilian
organization responsible for developing
"secure" communications systems to transmit
and receive vital information.
NSA offers you this opportunity to further
broaden your knowledge of modern language
or area studies, and to use your talents in a
challenging and rewarding career while you
enjoy also the broad, liberal benefits of Federal
employment. In return, we ask that you not
only know your language, but that you be
flexible, naturally inventive and intellectually
curious. That’s a lot to ask.
Do you fit the picture?

Where to go ... what to do: Language
applicants must take the Professional
Qualification Test (PQT) as a prerequisite to
NSA interviews for employment. Pick up a
PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office, the
sooner the better. It contains a brief
registration form which must be received in
Berkeley. California by October 13 (for the
October 23 test).*
College Relations Branch, National Security
Agency, Fort George G. Meade, Maryland
20755. Attn: M321. An equal opportunity
employer, M/F.
*November 24 for the December 4 PQT Test.
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Can they vote?

Harvard

Interim appointments

recruits

Con’t. from pg. 1
5. Can interim appointments vote?
Last summer, Buck
appointed four members
executive staff to
his
of
He asked
the CUGB.
council to approve these
interim appointments,
but council rejected all
four. The four interim
appointees were: Kathy
Southwick, Jeff Potts,
James Beall, and Steve
Del Sesto.
Reapportionment of
student council is a third
area that will be reviewed by the Judiciary
The A.S. Constitution
states that the 20 -member council is to be re-

minority
Minority students interested in doing graduate work at Harvard
may talk with Charles
Coverdale, a representative from the Harvard
University Graduate
School of Business Administration, next week.
Coverdale, assistant
director of admissions
at Harvard, will be at
SJS Monday from 9:30
a.m., to 3 p.m. in the
Career Planning and
Placement Center, 122
S. 12th St.
Students must sign up
for interviews prior to
Nov. 8 in the Placement
Center Bldg. Q, Rm.
10, next to the Business
Tower Interviews are
open to all majors.

Jesus Garza

World War II. The serene
and peaceful interior is open
to all students and is used for
a number of events.

PISCEAN WATERBEDS--I850 W. San
Carlos. 294-1455 Just West of the
King-Owen. $24, Twin: $111.
Gap.
Safely Liner: $2, Frames: $14. 10
year guarantee on all beds. Also
Water Sofas, modern furniture, tapes
tries.
A" about our NRO policy.
201-1455.
SHAKLEE
Ecologically Sound:
Home Cleaners Basic H, Basic L
Food Supplements: Instant Protein,
plain ft with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics, beauty aids 6 personal
care items
Pohl., 297.3866
John & Mary Rhoades

SJS war dead honored
all students, faculty and
alumni who served in
the Armed Forces.
The idea of the chapel
began in tragedy -the
death of Lt. Kenneth C.
Bailey, class of ’42.
His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur E. Bailey,
wrote to Charles Hillis,
then president of the
Alumni Association,
suggesting a memorial
be built to honor all
SJS men killed in action.
Thesuggestionreceived a favorable response and funds were
solicited from students,
alumni, faculty and
friends of the college.
In 1949, the site was

SJS mobilizes

for peace march
Con’t. from page 1
Plans also indicate
that tapes from Melina
Mercouri, Greekactress
and activist, and Angela
Davis (or her representative) will be played.
In San Jose, a bus
will leave from the San
Jose Peace Center at
872 E. Santa Clara St.,
at 9 a.m. Saturday
morning for San Francisco. Cost for round
trip is $2, and more information can be obtained by calling the Peace
Center at 297-2299.
A car caravan, sponsored by SJS Students
for McGovern, will
assemble at the College
Union on Ninth Street,
at 7 a.m. Saturday, and
give rides to anyone
needing one. Call 2891786 for additional information.
Other contingents and
their meeting places and
times are as follows:
-Women, gay and ecology groups: assemble,
8:30 a.m., march 9 a.m.

from the Civic Center
-Black and Asian Contingents: assemble, 10
a.m., march 11 a.m.,
from Hamilton Playground, Steiner and
Geary streets professional and religious
contingents: as semble
10:30 am., march 11:30
a.m., from Kimbell
Playground, Steiner and
Geary streets; La Raza
and native American
contingents, assemble 9
a.m., march 10 a.m.,
from Dolores Park, 18th
and Dolores streets; labor contingent: assemble 10 a.m., march 11
a.m. from Rossi Playground, Arguella and
Anza streets.
Other cities in which
marches will be held
on Saturday are New
York, Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Cleveland,
Denver, Detroit, Houston,
Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Philadelphia, Salt Lake City,
Seattle, Tampa and
Washington, D.C.

selected and architects
were employed to draw
plans. Groundwas
broken in May, 1950,

Greek
dance
slated
A dinner-dance is planned for tomorrow night
after the SJS-San Diego
State College football
game by the SJS chapter
of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
The fraternity has been
hosting members from
its seven other California chapters for the
annual Sigma Phi Epsilon California Days
conference.
A social fraternity,
Sigma Phi Epsilon is
the third largest fraternity on U.S. college
campuses. Steve Rizzuto, spokesman for the
SJS chapter, said topics
discussed at the conference were social situations, fraternities and
sororities and how they
fit in colleges today.

during Alumni Homecoming.
Today the Memorial
Chapel provides a place
of tranquility and beauty
for the entire campus
community. It is available for formal meetings, lectures, initiations, weddings and individual meditation.
Normal individual and
group use of the Memorial Chapel is free to all
members of the college
A fee is
community.
charged for weddings.
The chapel is open
from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday through Friday
When school is in session and at other times
by special arrangement.
Information for reserving the Memorial
Chapel can be obtained
through the Office of
Student Activities and
Services.
VI9F-TITTY$
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STUDENT
RENTALS
MANUALS
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4
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4
4
4
4
4
4

$8.50 per month

ELECTRIC
$25 per month

3

4
4
4
4

CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr & wrists needed for new recycling center. Bob c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer.
phone 297-9603 or 371-6680.
E NC OU NTER -SENSORY " AWARENESS.
Humanist Community of S.J
Fri, Oct. 22
13 pm Contr., 52
738 No 2nd. phone 294-5017

964 7610

Wed -Sun

MUM-

LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperbacks, records and books.
1/2 price ()uglily books & records
purchased
Top prices paid -cash
or trod*.
Lots of science fiction.
supplement’s, classics. RECYCLE
186 So. 2nd St. 286-6275

LARGE, ATTRACTIVE I BDRM. unfurnished opt across from Prime’
ridge Golf Course (West Side Santa
Clara) Phone 241-3555 or 241-1769

’ WATERBEDS: Complete Kind’ Size,
Including Far -Out Finished
$45.95.
Frame. Aqua -Snooze, 1415 The Alameda
12-8 Mon. -Sat. Ph: 286-3544
In
NIKKOR 300rnm lens, unused.
Socrates
original box. $300 retail
for $175 275-0596 after $

GESTALT CARNIVAL. Amontage of
fantasy, body movement. sensory
awareness, encounter. Gestalt. eft
A natural high $15 contr. includes 2
10am-10 pm. Sat Nov 13.
meals.
Humanist Community of San Jose.
Phone:
P.O. Box 881 S.J. 95106.
294-5017

ORGAN Baldwin console plus sep
Leslie Speaker, antique white, Xlnt
coed $1200. 294-3772 eft 6

BRIDGE PLAYERS: If you want topley
duplicate bridge, contact Patrick Wiley
at the College Union 289-9894.
WANTED: People interested in sharing
expenses at ski cabin near Heavenly
valley $25/mo. 5 rno. contract. Call
Randy 353-2881
WEEKEND SEMINAR being offered at
site of International Ideal City Project in Mendicino Purpose to learn,
lo Owns, to live
Call 275-9965
"EA
LINCOLN LANE MKTS. - One wee*
%peels’ -Folger’s Coffee 2 lb SI 49
& 10 on. Instant $1.49 Good thru
11-10-71.
ARNONE’S MKT - one week special
Folger’s coffee 2 lb. $1.49 & 10
oz. Instant $1.49 Good thru 11-10-71
KIDNEY MACHINE NEEDED FOR MOTHER of SJS co-ed who can’t afford
the expense $900,000 Betty Crocker
Coupons (deposited at into booth of
stud Union) by Dec 10 will pay
for machine
Please help if you
can!
LECTURE on Communication and the
EST Purpose- Mon. Noy 6th 7:00
PM UMUNHUN ROOM, C o I leg
Union

State Book Shop’s

ECONOMY ANNEX

HUNTER’S

Over 5,000 Used Books
c Come In

9c to 77

&Browse

Office Equipment

State Book Shop

*71 E. San Fernando

389 S First. S.l. CY1-4197

e Rattlers are
coming. . .
the world famous
"Marching 100"
and the
all black
college football
powerhouse

NOV. 6
CONCERT BEGINS 12.30
GAME TIME 1:00

/

Oakland Coliseum

2nd Bay Area
College Classic
University of Santa Clara
vs.
Florida

A & M

University

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
BENEFIT
FOR TICKET INFORMATION
$4 - $5 - $6 -- $6.50
CALL

652-7001

’62 HARDTOP CONVERTIBLE Renaud
Caravelle
Eng . tires, trans, in
tenor %Int $425 or best offer 286
1659 eves
’64 COMET CYCLONE,299, 4 -speed.
immeculMe conditoon.
Phone: 2865067 after 6 P.M.
’63179-4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Must sell.
4.7 good condition.
246-.1617 best offer.
Chuck Dodd
’67 KARMAN GHIA-new tires, good
condition.
Make an offer.
Call
Glenn: 297-2786
’64 MOB -RED, w wheels. very clean
5695
’62 CHEV-Very good condition New
lines 2-dr $325 Call Torn 736-7241
WESTCOASTER
3-WHEEL MAIL
TRUCK.
$125 or best offer over
Call after 6prn 292-6427
’1611 VW Bug, Xlnt Cond. Must Sell
Best Offer. 374-6782 after 5 P.M.
VOLKSWAGEN BUS ’64. Green, new
tires Good running condition $950
Phone’ 287-4493
HONDA 450 Street.
’70 $630 Meg
Pipes 10,000 miles. Good condition
Must see to believe. Phone 293-6500
’70 TRIUMPH TR 6 650 clean Excl
cond. Many accessories $1000 Size
7-14 helmet $70 value for $20.
287-1253
MOTORCYCLE - ’70KewasakilArner.
Eagle) 350, 2,400
mech pert.,
$575 Phone 247-8419 after 5 pm
PORSCHE ’61 cony 64,003 New clutch.
radio’s, muffler Recent tuned Shag
32 mpg $750 294-9356
1966 VW COAMPER mechanically per
fact
$1150 firm 294-6614 eel 2916
or 795-9106 Weekdays 030 12 noon

TWO CHRISTIAN GIRLS need 3rd
roommate to share large "tractive
2 bdrrn. 2 bath apt. Close to school.
$68/mo. Call Diane 293-1597

’..Ekvi I’
AUTO INSURANCE- No driver refused
Low Monthly Rat& Quick
Rate Camper ison
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coverage up to 100cc
I. 126 cc 630.10 175 cc $34, to 33004
$38. to 750 cc $54 David Towle 2413900

woo.

ROOMS, Men, Cheerful, airy, well to
wall carpet
Furnace heat & good
beds. Quiet. 406S. 11th St.
FRIDAY FLICKS See George C. Scott
in "Patton" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Del ley Aud. SOC admission.

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
month, freesrv ice, no contract
Esche’s 251-2598

EXPERIENCED THESISTYPIST E let I r c-Mstr s -Reports Marianne
Temberg 1924 Harris Ave., San Jose
Telephone: 371-0395

SONY 630 - D tape deck. 3 heeds.
$31313 new.
Used
SOS plus echo
$200. 75 day warranty. Hardly used.
345-1323

FREE RENT for two liberal females
Share 4 bdrm house in Sunnyvale
Good music, good vibrations, good
people 245-5524 Eves

SUNASU NATURAL VITAMIN Mineral
food supplement.
TrutMully-Finest
eveilable.
Info on distribution or
purchase 736-8759

EXOTIC FABRICS, hand-printedBatik
moteriI in 2-1/2 yd. pieces. For
gown pantsuit. home -decor. Great
X mas/birihday gift $6-13/piece
Dealers needed no cop needed Hi
earnings 732-2006

ROOM FOR MENSTUDENTS -Double,
quint, comfortable, with kitchen privlieges. in private home 146 5 14th
St. San Jose. Call 296-3025

SEWING & MENDING done Old or
new clothes fixed Also embroidery
and rnacrerne
Reasonable rates
293-9023

UP. DIV. ENG. MAJ. would like to
share
house with others in Los
Gatos area or any other quiet, pleasant area by Noy 10
Need yard
for lovable Samoyed dog as well
Call 3M-1923 or collect 14151 3656427, Ron

FLUTE LESSONS! Call BarbaraSmail
293-9814.

SKI BOOTS - Woman’s Lace Size 6
$40 Boots for $10 377-3428
BOOB TUBES that work great, All
kinds all models
$30 295-8444 Paul
ROBERTS 770 %Profession" Reel -to
Reel Tape Recorder
Cleaned &
lobed Oct ’71 $125 246-1026.
FORMAL WEDDING DRESS. Size 7,
Pearl -Embroidered Cheap, Call Cm
da 275-9228
IMMACULATE 4 bdrrns, 2 bath home
4 blks from SJS. Lrge rms. basement, 2 car detached garage Back 2
bdrms, with kitchenette. Ideal for
rental.
$32,950 Midtown Realty
732-3500
USED BOOKS & Art Gallery. Lowest
prices for books. (trade or cash)
Neer college.
455 E. Williams St
(Between 1011, and 11th Streets)

"COL L E GE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractive shapely coed
for woll-paid model whose pictures I
will "peer in notionally distributed
coiPagial art calendar. If interested.
send bikini picture immediately to
COLLEGE WORLD, Inc. 4144E Grant
Rood, Tucson. Arizona 85712."
EXTRA INCOME- Full or Pert time.
High hourly earnings. F ’foible Hours.
Cell Mr King:
Training Provided.
275-6646
HOME ADDRESSERS NEEDED- Work
spare time while attending school
For application & details write 12822
Arroyo de Arguello, Saratoga, CA.
95070
HIP/STRAIGHT
MALE/FEMALE
There’s lots of bucks to be merle
selling handmade candles for Xmas.
Phenomenally stupendous, incredibly
unbelieveble seasonal demand, (like
Xmas trees’ 40% on everything sold
Car helpful to you but not net
(strong back?) Flexible hours. Full
or part-time. Richness awaits you if
you can hustle. So.., if nt
led,
call Bob at 275-9132.
HELP WANTED: FULL OR PART
TIME. IDEAL HOURS for students
For appointment call. 269-3161 between 830 AM - 10,30 PPA/4:130 PM.
.6.00 PM
NEEDED! People who want to better
themselves Part or full time work
Unbelievable opportunity Call 2479685 A 275-0120
DRIVER WANTED 30.. to 50, commission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 Mont
gomitry St 297-4221
MALE ONLY Sat &
HUSTLERS:
Sun, Can you Sell? Earn up to $50
cash per day. GREEN THUMB 2751173.

UTILITY TRAILER - Enclosed van
type 4403, Lockable, new paint, tires
SI75/offer. 379-9003 4pm-7pm

WANTED GIRL for helper evenings.
Will give room end board and small
salary 243-036I

’Si VW BUS. Bed, curtains, rodeo
Just Tuned
Excl cond $2250 or
lest offer Phone 287-9596

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Must
be neat, student $63 per me Own
rosin in house
Close to campus
Call Joyce 293-4217 (after 5 pm)

SINGLE?
Searching for that special someone?
Why not let Contestability Testing
Introduction Services find the right
person for you
Complete service
club for single people
For more
information or ito I o. COMPATIBILITY 2155 Lanai Ave. Suite 72,
San Jose, Calif 95122

LOB 3 bdrrn House $275/mo $25
cleaning dep/per person. Enclosed
porch. 2 -car garage 611 So 10th
St 292-6723.

JIMI AND JANIS LIVE ON. My record
collection can be ripped off for $75
70 rock (some Jazz/ LPs For complete list call 298-7632

MO YAMAHA 250 ENDURO
A I.
extras. see to appreciate, $550 287
6975

V.W. & IMPORT ELECTRIC REPAIR.
New. rebuilt & used parts. Herbert
Gomm Motors. 4506 San Selvedor
Call 295-4247

MALE ONLY- Single room,’ kitchen
prin. Clean man only. 115 So 14th
S.J. Phone. 286-2704

TYPING-- Term papers, etc.. experienced and fast.
Phone 269-8674.

LIKE SELLING?
LIKE PEOPLE?
NEED AN INCOME? You are invited
to hear about an exciting full or parttime Job opportunity, Wednesdey even
431 So 11th
ing, Nov. 10, 9 p.m
SI. 64275-6866

’69 V.W. Excel, condition 31,000 mi.
Recent vol. lob and rings. rune
greet $875 294-9356

RINALDO Happy Anniv AAAAA y its been
wonderful two years
If it doesn’t
work out in the future you’ll get your
umbrella back in two weeks Love
Miriam

HUGE 1 berm. Apt. Ideal for rowitmates 1/2 block front SJS Pet or
Infant OK, 439 S. 4th St. 293-3762

HIP WANTED ,t

* NOW OPEN *

1 MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry, all
one of a kind If you have unusual
desires in this area call me et 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Larirnore

FREE ROOM & BOARD for girl over
18 yrs. old as a companion to individual with speech difficulty. Near
campus. Call Robert, 298-2308.
Furnished apartment $120
GIRLS:
-455 So 10th blt-in-kitchen, modern.
11 AM - 2 P.M. 292-1327

BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE, with separate private
cottage.
A chance to live for free
and earn considerable yearly equity.
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S.
7111 St. Ph. 293-8656

FRIDAY FLICKS See George C. Scott
in "Patton" 7 & 10 P.M Morris Colley Aid. 500 admission.

NEED FEMALE to share house on S
11th SI Two Wks from campus. Own
room $60 mo 410 S 11th St Call
Carol or Nick at 286-3481 anytime

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compere quality, service, and price wFieri buying your
waterbed
C11 us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or conning Just
blocks from S.JS at 400 Park Ave
corner of Dolmas. 286-1263

BEER - Beer is only $1.00 for .48
oz pitcher at the good old Scotland
Fish Ai Chips, 17 E. Santa Clara St
(next to Roos Atkins) open until tilt her 9 p.m. or until the last customer
goes home, every Fri. & Set.

AUTOMOTIVE C11

I Sparta Guide 1
TODAY
WOMEN’S LIBERATION BENEFIT DANCE, 9 p.m.,
C.U. Ballroom. Featuring "Blue Mountain" and
"Kimberly." Admission $1.
SJS CHRISTIAN CLUB, 7 p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
SKI CLUB SKATING PARTY, 7:30 p.m., by PER
building to form car pools.
ROBINSON SEMINAR, 2:30 p.m, AV 310. Speaker
will be Dr. Frederick Scott.
FOLK JAM with Naci Savada and Gred Gothard,
9 p.m., Jonah’s Wail, 300 S. 10th St.
FRIDAY FLICKS, 7 p.m. and 10 p.m., Morris
Dailey Auditorium. George C. Scott and Karl
Malden in "Patton." Admission 50 cents.
CHESS CLUB, noon, C.U. Almaden.
IRANIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION, I p.m., C.U.
Costanoan.
SATURDAY
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 8 p.m., 434 E. William
(above the Red Ram).
A discovery in love.
RHO EPSILON, 11 a.m., Angleo’s Steer House,
11 Race St. Initiation banquet.
BLACK STUDENTS DANCE, 4 p.m., C.U. Ballroom.
SUNDAY
DELTA SIGMA THETA, I p.m., C.U. Pacifica.
"Uptight" will be shown at 6 p.m. in C.U. Ballroom.
SEMINAR ON JESUS AND OUR TIME, 9.45
Nes% W ineshiii, 10th and San i r nand() sty.

2Pm ’IP.,

’66 P ont c Bonneville Coupe -Air
Coed -Low Mileage -Like New -White Call 269-0328

By Memorial Chapel

"As a memorial to
students of this college
who served in the Second
World War, this chapel
has been erected. Forgetting all differences of
race and class and
creed, they donned a
common uniform and
served a common
cause."
These are the words
of Professor Emeritus
Elmo Arnold Robinson
dedicating the SJS Memorial Chapel on March
28, 1952.
The Memorial Chapel
is a monument to the
200 SJS men who died
for their country in
World War 11. Ithonors

YOUNG LIFE

Spartan Daily Classifieds,

Serene interior

The SJS Memorial Chapel
was dedicated March 28,
1952, in memory of all the
SJS graduates who died in

viewed each November missions and more into
Currently there are
and that divisional rep- junior college t r ans- five graduates, four
resentation be on a pro- fers," he said. A larger lower undergraduates
portional basis, accord- number of juniors and and 11 upper division
ing to the number of seniors would give more graduates on the counstudents enrolled in the representation to upper cil.
graduate, upper and di% ision
lower division.
Steve Takakuwa said
he expects a change in
the current representation.
"We are moving away
If you’re interested in a Christian
from freshmen ad committment to High School kids or
if you’ve been in Young Life before,
Build your own
come to our leadership meeting on
’Classic Guitar
NOV. 7 ot 6:30 P.M.
or Dulcimer
Jose Nicho Guitar Works
Ave. off Park Ave.
University
1620
2134-0 Old Middlefield Wy,
Mountain View
or call Young Life office 293-8680

11111111111111

FOR RENT! I, 2. A 3 bdrrn Apt.
w/w carpets. AEK w/pool $115. $150,
A $180 p/mo
Centrally located 3’
miles from campus iust off Aimed.
Expry 2445 Rinconede Dr Mgr Apt
01, No children or pets Unfurnished
Call before 9 P M 266 1613 Ow"
.orea, conducive for studious indivi!duels

3 bdrm. $150, expensive new shag
& drapes, Es" Foothills near Alum
118 Nancy Lane
Rock & White
251-9209
FURNISHED HOUSE FOR RENT 2
berm
$325/rno 160 S 12th St.,
Phone 297-1242 Aveilablis now.
WANTED: to share house/apt w male
fernole who must speak good English
Call Found 287-8828.
HOUSE FOR RENT! 2 bdrms 55 No.
11th Desire students $60 per/or $240,
my 586-0835

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY 235K Santa Clara Street
Room 513 Phone 294 4499
FAST, ACCURATE, esperiencei ly
pint, can edit Four miles from cam
pus Mrs Aslanian 298-4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE.
Weddings,
copying, brochures, banquets. enter
tanners, portraits DJ. 27S-0596
MOTTNING TYPED, written, an
researched. Call Niels 286-3644 for
into
LESLIE MORRIS SECRETARIAL
SERVICE A professionally typed tens
paper can make the difference Sam Spec 378-1098
166NSPORIIIION

Female to
ROOMMATE NEEDED.
share 3 bdrrn apt Own room Pool,
quiet, off campus S60/mo & Leave
rnessege Cheri 243.1786
ROOMMATE NEEDED -Male to share
2 bdrrn apt off campus Own room,
Pool $75/mo Leave message Bob
246-7712
STUDENT wants to share Ms apt
with one other 3 blocks from cam
292-0153
$62 00 per me.
pus
2 BR $140 unf. 2 quiet students $25
deposit each Fern 11y -type neighbor hocd Carpets, drapes andcompletely
clean. 265-8982
WANTED TO SUBL ET: Furnished, livable house from Jan 1 or Feb 1,
1972 to sometime in or through sum
rner 1972. Dr. B. Marty", Denison
Univ., Granville. Ohio 43023
1 BORN. & 3 WORM. furnished apart
meets
1 mile from campus $145
and up Phone 295-8514
GIRLS ONL YI New rooms with kitchen
priv From 560 99 So tth and 278
Across campus Parking
So 101h
Phone 295-8526 or 295-8514
101 AIlS I OualE
LOST WOMEN’S GOLD BRACELET
WATCH near Edur bldg or adjacent
parking lot Call 9640496 aft Spec
REWARD! Lost blk. Leb, male at
71h Sant. Clara w/2 white marks on
chest.
"Nickey" 5 mo. old. Call
293-9023,
A GREEN BACK PACK wes token
from 7th St. Courts.
I need nty
Econ book and especially my notes!!
Call 269 5407 Ask for Vince. I’m
willing to pay

FE8(014815
FRIDAY FLICKS Sea George C. Scott
in "Patten" 7 & 10 P.M. Morris Dailey Aud. 500 odmiseion.

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Rep. Bruce Freeman can help you
make your GETAWAY
Fly at 1/3
off with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
free TWA GETAWAY CARD. Call
287-8668 for into or 297-1700 for
bons.
STUDENTS FLIGHTS Campus Rep for
6 groups FROM East or West coast
to Europe and beyond -If it’s available, we can get
" 10-0 Mon-FrI
549-1995 or 0431051 2903 College
Ave Berkeley Cal 94705
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip studentflights
Inexpensive student camping lours
throughout West and East Europe, including Russia SOFA agent for in.
ter -European student charter flights
Contact 1SCA 11687 San Vicente Blvd.
Suite ff4 L A Calif. 90040 TEL: 12131
826-5669
STUDENT NEEDS DAILY RIDE between Sunnyvale & college Please
call 732 5665 weekends or daily after 5 P M
WANT TO SHARE DRIVING with some
on. from Fremont M W F 10 30 2 20
and T-TH 0220 Any combination of
days o.lt, Phone Wendy 797-2859 (off
Thornton)
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Your Ad
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